These ‘State-Approved’ Photos From North Korea Reveal a Complex Truth

In a stream of the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum, an exhibit of a series of photos on display from "State-Approved" photos from North Korea. This exhibit shows the reality of the country through the lens of the official photographers who were given unique access to capture scenes of the reclusive regime.

In response to the exhibit, an article by New Republic writers Andrew Justice and Emily M.看一看, readers of the New Republic can now view these photos online. To further understand the context of these photos, we have compiled a list of some of the photos that were on display at the exhibit.

1. Swimming in the river: These photos show children swimming in a river in North Korea.

2. A visit to a local market: These photos show the bustling local market in a rural area of North Korea.

3. A visit to a local temple: These photos show the serene atmosphere of a local temple in North Korea.

4. A visit to a local village: These photos show the simplicity of rural life in North Korea.

These photos highlight the stark contrasts of life in North Korea, both in terms of their economic conditions and their cultural richness. They offer a glimpse into the hidden world of North Korea and its people.

To learn more about the exhibit and to view these photos, visit the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum. To further understand the context of these photos, we have compiled a list of some of the photos that were on display at the exhibit.